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ZUMER SPORT REVOLUTIONIZES SPORTS BAGS

San Luis Obispo, CA (December 30, 2015): In an effort to rapidly expand into the travel goods 
product category, Zumer Sport will have its full line of travel products on display at the 
International Travel Goods Show at the Las Vegas Convention Center on March 8-10, 2016.

Zumer Sport is well established with small and medium size retailers as the “products made 
from sport ball materials!”.  Zumer’s full line can be found at toy stores, kids boutiques, and 
crosses over nicely between function and fashion; affordability and luxury.  At the International 
Travel Goods Show, Zumer will introduce their spectacular designs and patented materials to a 
world-wide audience of buyers.  Zumer Sport will feature their most popular products that fit 
perfectly into the travel goods lane – backpacks, duffel bags, toiletry bags, drawstring bags, 
messenger bags, and even their newest release – insulated lunch boxes!  Add all sorts of travel 
accessories like luggage tags, coin purses, wallets and keychains, and the large breadth of 
products at all price points and demographics will be appreciated.  All products are made from 
actual sport ball materials, and are sure to attract attention from retailers large and small.  
Retailers from around the world will literally have an opportunity to “get a feel” for Zumer Sport 
and what they have been doing to revolutionize sports bags and travel accessories.

While Zumer Sport has specialized in customized products for professional teams, Halls of 
Fame, foundations, professional athletes, and high profile events, they have quickly become a 
retail favorite for those searching for a unique and affordable product for all ages.  With an 
opportunity now to showcase their impressive line to the Travel Goods market, Zumer is 
increasing production to meet additional demand in 2016.

Zumer Sport is a brand that celebrates sports. Zumer’s mission is to incorporate sports into fun 
and unique products that everyone can use everyday. They pride themselves on innovation and 
are constantly in the process of creating and testing new products that contain the essence of 
thier favorite sports. You won't find a more interesting array of products in any one brand. All of 
their products are created using actual sports ball materials.

If you would like more information on Zumer Sport, please contact info@zumersport.com or call 
(805) 784-9101.
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